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ABSTRACT: Buckling restrained braces are becoming an increasing attractive 

alternative to conventional concentric bracing in seismic loading, due to their ability to 

have equal compression and tension capacities in the inelastic range. This paper 

investigates a lightweight, low cost buckling restrained brace for low rise building in 

developed and developing countries. The brace composes of a round steel bar core as the 

primary yielding element surrounded by low density expandable polyurethane foam, 

providing full lateral restraint against buckling in compression, thus allowing the inelastic 

action in compression. These are encased in a bamboo culm which acts elastically to 

develop the required lateral restraint. The ends of the bars in these tests were rotationally 

fixed at both ends to reduce induced moment and were loaded axially. The brace 

successfully sustained tension forces above yield capacity, deforming only 20% of that 

expected. The compression capacity was significantly lower than calculated with no test 

brace reaching the steel member compression capacity. Failure in compression was by 

splitting of the bamboo laterally through localised holes; however the bamboo retained 

previous shape and position after failure successfully self-centring the brace. The test was 

therefore partially successful, however further planned tests on smaller bars and larger 

diameter bamboo may yet develop the required compression restraint.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Protection of structures in today’s society from damage due to severe  seismic induced loads has 

become increasingly desirable, not just to prevent loss of life (a requirement for many decades), but to 

reduce rehabilitation cost and time which can have dramatic effects on local economy and society. 

Buckling restrained braces (BRB) have become an increasing alternative to conventional concentric 

braces that will typically undergo compression buckling and strength degradation as a result of severe 

seismic loading.  BRB are designed to suppress brace compression buckling under high seismic loads 

through developing full, balanced hysteresis loops, with compression capacity effectively equal to 

tension (Fussell 2010b). This behaviour is achieved by effectively laterally restraining the brace along 

the full length to suppress compression buckling (Fussell 2010b). Conventionally this is done through 

the introduction of an unbonding agent and outer casing which surround a yielding core (Figure 1). 

BRB typically comprise of five elements; the restrained yielding core (typically steel), a restrained 

non-yielding region, a stiffened non-yielding region, a unbonding agent/expansion material 

(commonly grout) 

and an outer casing 

(Fussell 2010b).  

BRB have become 

very common in 

North America and 

Japan using high 

weight to ratio 

elements such as 

grout (Fussell 

2010b), leading to Figure 1: Buckling Restrained Brace Elements (Fussell 2010a) 
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heavy braces which, after a seismic event, may require replacement due to lack of self-centring ability 

and damage to the unbonded agent. This paper looks into the use of low weight to ratio elements for 

low cost BRB used in low rise buildings in both the developed and developing world. The yielding 

core element remains as steel,  using a round steel rebar which is inserted into a bamboo casing 

surrounded by an unbonded filler of low density expandable polyurethane (PUR) foam. The bamboo 

has the ability to elastically return to its original shape and position after bending, allowing the brace 

to centre itself after loading. This offers the potential for improved seismic performance from a plain 

bar brace even if full compression restraint is not achieved.  

The species of bamboo used in this investigation is Phyllostachys 

edulis, a common Chinese timber bamboo (NaturalSeeding 2010) 

grown locally in the northern region of New Zealand’s North Island. 

Bamboo, a member of the grass family grows from the final culm 

(individual bamboo shoot) circumference vertically, increasing in 

density from outside in (the opposite to that of timber) which results 

in a taper as the culm height increases (Janssen 2000b, Nations 

1972). As the height increases the moisture content, circumference 

and wall thickness decreases (as there is less dense material 

compared to the bottom) (Figure 2) (Janssen 2000b, Nations 1972, 

Grewal 2009).  Throughout growth the bamboo develops nodes, a 

horizontal diaphragm (Figure 2) which allows natural structural 

support, and these become more spaced out as height increases 

(Grewal 2009). The space between each node is referred to as the 

internodal cavity (Figure 2) which is hollow. Maturity for bamboo 

culms is between three and five years (Nations 1972, Janssen 2000b) depending on the species and at 

this stage the internal fibres are at maximum density (Grewal 2009). 

The PUR foam is a two part thermosetting plastic (Benjamin 1969) that provides a rapid cure (on 

average three minutes, 24 hours for full strength). This foam allows in-situ pouring (Benjamin 1969) 

providing a close mould between the bamboo and steel bar, taking the shape of the non-uniform 

bamboo internodal cavities which allows maximum lateral restraint. The PUR foam can squash under 

compression, with only small amounts of permanent deformation; this is a result of the complex cell 

structure that can be up to 99% air (Eaves 2004). This ability to squash accompanied by a high 

strength capacity (Exley 2008) with respect to density results in a suitable lightweight alternative to 

grout within BRB.  

2 FIRST PRINCIPLE DETERMINATION OF NON-COMPOSITE BEHAVIOUR 

Initially basic calculations were carried out of the individual elements under axial tension, 

compression and bending. These calculations were based on the steel insert carrying the full axial 

compression and tension force with the bamboo and PUR foam restraining the steel through bending 

(and tension/compression for the foam). The capacity (both section and member) for the steel insert 

was calculated based on the New Zealand Standard for Design of Structural  Steel (1997) using the 

maximum internodal length from each brace as the effective length in compression, from this bending 

capacity calculations could be determined (see 4, Table 1). The yield deformation expected for grade 

500 round 20mm diameter bars was ~11mm. 

The bending capacity of the outer casing bamboo was calculated using linear interpolation along the 

bamboo culm based on (Janssen 2000a). The design bending capacity to exceed was based on 2.5% of 

the yield capacity of the steel insert (Fussell 2010a) over the full length of the brace (4.5m). 

Method of Bamboo buckling capacity based on (Janssen 2000a) 

Ratio between mass per volume (kg/m
3
) and allowable stress (N/mm

2
) 

Dry Bamboo (12% Moisture Content)    0.020 

Wet or Green Bamboo         0.015 

 

Figure 2: Parts of a Bamboo 

Culm (Janssen, 2000b) (1 = 

diaphragm, 2 = ring, 3 = node, 

4 = internode, 5 = culm wall, 6 

= cavity) 
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σ  = ρ x ratio                                 (1) 

M = σ x m                                  (2) 

Where  σ = allowable stress (N/mm
2
) 

   ρ = mass per volume (kg/m
3
) 

   m = modulus of bamboo based on average outer diameter and wall thickness (mm
3
) 

   M = bending capacity of bamboo culm (Nmm) 

The low density expandable polyurethane foam capacities were obtained through (Exley 2008) and 

were calculated on the assumption that shear was negligible (conservative) and that, when the bar 

attempts to move laterally inside the bamboo, it will put one quadrant of the PUR foam surrounding it 

into compression and the opposite quadrant into tension. The compression capacity of the PUR foam 

was significantly lower than the tensile, and was thus taken as the PUR foam contributing strength. 

Two sets of calculations were carried out (see 4, Table 1), one with respect to the PUR strength per 

node and that of the full length. If the PUR foam is behaving as a full lateral restraint the full length 

capacity can be assumed, if however the PUR strength is lower than that of the bamboo nodes it could 

be assumed to be acting as a series of restraints throughout the length of the brace.  

3 EXPERIMENTAL TESTING 

The first of a series of planned experimental tests have been carried out on full size BRB specimens 

(4.5m). Due to the critical nature of the ends of the brace, the brace was considered fully fixed at both 

ends, removing any implications due to an induced moment; this will need to be considered at a later 

stage in the BRB development. All experimental tests carried out on the brace specimens to date have 

been pseudo static, which was viewed as the most critical form of loading due to the bamboo having a 

high modulus of elasticity under very short term loading.  

3.1 Specimen Composition 

Each BRB test specimen comprised of a 4.5m bamboo outer casing with 11 nodes, a steel round rebar 

insert (with 30mm protruding at each end from the bamboo outer casing for deformation 

measurements) and PUR foam filler (Figure 3). The bamboo was of Phyllostachys edulis species, a 

Chinese timber bamboo (NaturalSeeding 2010) and was grown from seedling, resulting in a pure 

breed bamboo culm with no genetic defects and mutations. The bamboo culms were felled at three 

years (average maturity for this species) and were dried over a two month period in an enclosed, cool, 

air circulated environment. Moisture content and mass per volume of each bamboo culm was taken 

from the top and the bottom of the specimen. It is assumed that the moisture content and mass per 

volume varies linearly along the bamboo culm. 

Each specimen was documented with 

respect to number of nodes, internodal 

length and circumference present after 

subsequent node (based on a circular 

cross section). From this, the test 

specimens were grouped with respect 

to number of nodes and circumference 

at the top and bottom of the culm. 

Each bamboo test specimen (Figure 3) 

was drilled horizontally through the 

centre of each node with a 20mm drill 

head so that 20mm diameter round 

rebar grade 500 could be inserted (Figure 3). At midspan of each internodal length (perpendicular to 

the nodes) a 20mm hole was drilled allowing for an easy pour of the PUR mixture into the internodal 

cavity. A tapered cork was used to fill this hole such that the PUR foam remained within the 

internodal cavity during expansion. To reduce splitting of the bamboo culm each hole was drilled at 

180° to the subsequent. After the initial fill was cured 8.6mm holes were drilled 20mm either side of 

each node (at 180° to each other and 90° to the midspan internodal holes), these holes were used to 

Figure 3: Buckling Restrained Brace Composition 
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confirm full filling of the internodal cavity, if this hole was hollow an additional PUR pour was carried 

out at this position. 

It was found through a basic numerical model that the ends of the BRB were critical. To provide extra 

resistance against failure, a steel circular hollow section (CHS) of 25.4mm outer diameter and 2.0mm 

thickness surrounded the steel round bar at each end for 200mm. The 20mm steel bar has a nominal 

1.4mm clearance between the bar surface and the inside surface of the CHS and allows the steel bar to 

move laterally within the confines of the CHS which is bonded into the PUR mixture.  An additional 

resistance was provided though positioning one jubilee clip over each end of the bamboo outer casing 

to resist end splitting.  

3.2 Test Rig Setup 

The test rig consisted at one end of a power pack, hydraulic pump (connected to a strong wall) and 

load cell which exerted a controlled axial force on the steel insert (Figure 4). The steel insert was fully 

fixed to the load cell though an adaptor, a thread of pitch 2mm was formed on an additional 70mm (to 

the 30mm) of the steel insert for this connection. At the opposite end an angle plate was fixed to the 

strong floor using pre-tensioned rods, a 70mm thread equal to that of the opposing end was formed at 

the end of the steel allowing a nut and washer connection to the angle plate. It was assumed that the 

load applied at the load cell end would be equal and opposite at the angle plate end due to the fully 

fixed nature of the connection. 

 

Figure 4: Test rig setup 

Three portal gauges were used to measure steel end displacement throughout loading. Two of these 

were positioned at the angle plate rig end, one measuring horizontal displacement and the other 

vertical displacement. One end of each portal gauge was connected to the angle plate for a fixed 

measurement, the other attached to the end of the bamboo culm (via the jubilee clips) such that the 

measurements taken were measured relative to the bamboo culm end. At the load cell rig end, a 

horizontal portal gauge was connected to the adaptor (assumed fixed) and the end of the bamboo culm 

(via the jubilee clip), this also measured the movement of the steel relative to the bamboo culm end. A 

turn pot (potentiometer) was connected to the hydraulic ram base plate and load cell; this measured the 

overall horizontal displacement of the test specimen. From these three horizontal measurements the 

deformation occurring in the bamboo section of the brace could be found.  

Due to the non-uniform nature of the bamboo, the steel insert holes in most cases were not 100% 

central throughout some portion of the brace length. Horizontal and vertical offset measurements were 

taken once the brace was positioned in the test rig, from these measurements P-delta effects can be 

investigated using a more accurate numerical model.  

All experimental data was gathered using LabView and processed through Microsoft Excel and 

MatLab. 

3.3 Experimental Tests 

Initially all test specimens were loaded until yield point in tension. From this a compression test was 

1. Hydraulic pump        6.     Adaptor     

2. Hydraulic ram base plate     7.     Test specimen    

3. Hydraulic actuator ram      8.     Rigid support for angle plate 

4. Load cell and turn pot (connected from 2-4)             

5. Portal gauges connected via jubilee clips 
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carried out until failure of the bamboo casing. A further compression test was carried out with a 

midspan lateral restraint until failure of the bamboo casing in the second mode of bending. Test data 

gathered consisted of the axial force applied to the test specimen steel insert, horizontal and vertical 

displacements occurring and any taper or out of straightness of the bamboo and placement of the steel 

insert which would result in induced P-delta effects.  

4 RESULTS 

Four BRB specimens were tested; named brace 1-4. It was found that the buckling restrained brace 

performed well under axial tension (Table 1), with the steel carrying the full applied load. Under 

compression the behaviour is uncertain (Table 1) from conflicting results and the lack of connection at 

the angle plate end due to ductile failure of the end thread during yielding. The failure mode in 

compression was splitting through the PUR filling holes (local failure) which resulted in sheared nodes 

in the direction of bending confirming the use of internodal length for the steel effective length.  

Table 1: Summary of Experimental, Initial Calculations and Physical Properties 

 Brace 1 Brace 2 Brace 3 Brace 4 

Average Moisture Content (%) 13.33 13.52 13.59 15.67 

Average Density (kg/m
3
) 733.46 695.00 634.84 647.10 

Volume of Foam (m
3
) 0.0283 0.0319 0.0309 0.0289 

Average Bamboo Diameter (mm) 90.60 96.90 95.37 90.96 

Average Bamboo Wall Thickness (mm) 8.34 9.07 8.40 7.00 

Maximum Tensile Strength (kN) 166.00 155.02 164.45 164.32 

Maximum Compressive Strength (kN) 49.90 24.95 14.14 7.28 

Maximum Compressive Strength with Midspan 

Lateral Restraint (kN) 

42.20 39.93 36.22 31.16 

Member Capacity of Steel Insert (kN) 56.43 58.20 57.64 56.43 

2.5% Bending Moment under Compression 

(kNm) 

3.16 1.58 0.89 0.46 

2.5% Bending Moment under Compression with 

Midspan Lateral Restraint (kNm) 

0.67 0.63 0.57 0.49 

Bamboo Bending Capacity (kNm) 3.22 3.84 2.93 2.50 

PUR Foam Bending Capacity in Compression 

per internodal cavity (kNm) 

0.18 0.21 0.20 0.20 

PUR Foam Bending Capacity in Compression 

full length (kNm) 

2.16 2.46 2.45 2.34 

The expected bamboo bending capacity was based on a relationship between the density of the 

individual bamboo elements, wall thickness and diameter. This capacity lacked consideration for the 

influence of moisture content of the bamboo. This relationship (Graph 1) has significant implications 

on the first mode of bending. Further research into this relationship is needed to determine the 

implications of this relationship in first principle calculations and behaviour.  

The volume of PUR foam within the brace has some influence on the brace capacity. It was found that 

under axial tension the volume of PUR foam was insignificant due to the steel insert sustaining the 

axial load (Graph 2). However with increasing volume of PUR foam there was found to be an increase 

in compression capacity (Graph 2) alluding that the PUR foam was contributing to bending resistance 

under axial compression. It was observed that the foam was significantly compressed towards the 

bamboo inner wall under axial compression; this squashing was not recovered on release of load. This 
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observation supports the assumption that the bamboo nodes were of greater capacity allowing the PUR 

foam to contribute laterally in restraining the steel insert in sections rather than continuously. Denser 

foam (of greater strength to the nodes) would resist squashing and allow a greater amount of resistance 

in compression along the full lateral length; denser foam will be used in subsequent testing. 

 

Graph 1: Comparison between moisture content  

and 2.5% bending strength 

Graph 2: Comparison between volume of 

expandable polyurethane foam and axial strength 

4.1 Tension  

The steel ultimate tensile capacity of 157kN was exceeded in all cases except brace 2 (155kN). This 

shows that the steel withstands the full axial tensile force exerted. The failure of the steel insert was 

through yielding of the threaded portion at the fixed angle plate end. In all but brace 1, the thread 

underwent ductile failure at yield, 

resulting in the inability to fully fix the 

brace to the angle plate for future tests.  

The overall end displacements were 

fully recoverable (brace 1) after 

loading, reaching a maximum of 

2.5mm throughout testing, 

significantly lower than the calculated 

11mm. It was discovered during 

testing that the PUR foam would 

significantly restrain the steel insert 

from displacement until a certain point 

and then release, resulting in a sudden 

increase in displacement (mistaken for 

premature yield). This occurred in 

some cases multiple times and was 

audibly heard through creaking. The contained brace underwent significant deformation (Graph 3), 

wither this displacement was recovered is unknown due to the end nature at failure. 

4.2 Compression 

It was found that the compressive strengths of braces 2, 3 and 4 were significantly lower than expected 

(no brace exceeding the steel member capacity). This could be attributed by the lack of fully fixed 

connection at the angle plate (due to yielding of the threaded connection) in comparison to brace 1 

which displayed a significantly higher compression capacity and was fully fixed to the angle plate 

Graph 3: Brace 3 deformation comparison of brace 

components in tension 
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during testing. However, even in brace 1 it shows the elastic resistance offered by the bamboo is not 

sufficient to develop the inelastic compression capacity of the bar in compression.  It could also be 

attributed by the moisture content of the bamboo culm, with brace 1 having slightly lower moisture 

content than the other specimens with previous research showing that bending capacity decreases 

significantly with increasing moisture content (Janssen 2000b).  

The peak compression force (Table 1) was between 1-5kN higher than that of failure, fluctuating 

between peak and failure, this period is described as the period of instability.  During this period it was 

found that the vertical displacements 

became increasingly prominent until 

release. It was also observed that 

lateral midspan deflection increased 

rapidly to ~275mm in the first mode 

of bending during the period of 

instability (the steel however did not 

buckle at failure load). The 30mm 

steel protrusions at the ends of the 

brace all underwent recoverable 

deformation as the bamboo relaxed 

and resumed initial shape after failure. 

It was found that the load cell end of 

loading underwent compression with 

25% of deformation occurring during 

the period of instability. The angle 

plate end exhibited compression 

behaviour until the period of 

instability when the brace underwent tension behaviour and elongated as a result of bending. The 

overall contained brace deformation was as little as 5mm until the period of instability when 

deformation suddenly rose to 30-40mm (Graph 4). This sudden increase around failure could be 

amplified due to the angle plate ends being unfixed, it is currently uncertain (no contained brace 

deformation data was obtained from brace 1).   

4.3 Compression with Midspan Lateral Restraint 

With the addition of the lateral midspan restraint (external) it was expected that the compression 

capacity would double that without lateral restraint (based on second mode of bending). It was found 

that the compression capacity ranged from 1.2 (brace 1) to 4 (brace 4) times that without the lateral 

restraint. This could be a result of the lack of fixity at the angle plate or the variation in bamboo culms, 

moisture content and volume of PUR present. 

It was found that there was very little vertical movement throughout loading and that the load cell end 

protrusion displaced at a constant rate until peak load. As with compression tests (4.2) there was a 

period of instability. During this period the displacement peaked and began to decrease to failure, on 

failure a further decrease was observed until stabilising as permanent deformation in the contained 

brace, recoverable at the protruded ends. Brace’s 3 and 4 underwent tension behaviour at the angle 

plate end and a visual observation of second mode of bending was apparent. 

5 RECCOMENDATIONS 

Further investigation is needed into the relationship between moisture content of the bamboo and its 

effects on bending capacity. The use of higher density PUR foam and larger bamboo culms should be 

investigated to increase the bending capacity of the brace system and to provide full lateral restraint 

along the length of the brace, or else the bamboo is replaced with a foam filled circular steel hollow 

section providing the restraint. . Dynamic load tests should be undertaken and are part of the current 

test programme. A numerical model, consisting of all elements working in composite could be created 

and compared to that of experimental testing, taking into account any induced P-delta effects due to 

Graph 4: Brace 3 deformation comparison of brace components 

in compression  
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offset of the steel insert. On confirmation of brace capacity in compression, end connections and 

induced moment should be evaluated.    

6 CONCLUSIONS 

It was found that the low density PUR foam and bamboo culm was insufficient in providing full lateral 

restraint along the length of the brace; however it did self-centre the brace at the end of the 

compression cycle, even though it had previously stretched inelastically in tension loading. The 

tension capacity of the steel performed well in composite, undergoing 20% of the expected 

displacement. Further investigation into denser PUR foam to provide significantly more lateral support 

is required for increase in compression capacity. Brace 1 underwent successful compression behaviour 

with both bending modes being significantly close in magnitude alluding to some lateral restraint 

being achieved by the composite specimen. The bamboo performs elastically in bending providing a 

suitable solution to self centring of the brace after loading. This particular composition was 

unsuccessful in achieving the requirements of balance hysteresis behaviour demonstrated by BRB 

however provided useful results into the behaviour of all elements individually and in composite.  
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